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Mobile phone buffs know that OS plays a great role in the availability of features. And if you want to
taste impenetrable features of smart phone world, here comes the HTC Radar on Mango. Yes, this
3.8 inch S-LCD capacitive touch screen smart phone has brought exotic features of Microsoft
Windows Phone 7.5 Mango. Apart from clear and vibrating pictures quality, the phone claims to
read your mind with a number of sensors when it comes to viewing horizontally and vertically. The
display of the phone is amazingly beautiful. On the top of it, the screen is protected by corning
Gorilla glass.

The new exciting Mango on the phone does a great job of connecting all of your social profiles with
contracts and email accounts. Hence you find all of your social updates at a single place not
scattered on various platforms. Mango OS on the phone has also improved user interface. If you
want to switch between all of your open windows, just hold down back key and you will find yourself
floating on all the open windows. The Mango phone also enjoys inbuilt Xbox live and big plus for
XBL players. So, whenever you want to kill your leisure time, you can do so with great ease.
Furthermore, the application support system of the phone also throws charismatic impact on the
users. Although it does not have a billion applications like that of iOS Apple Store or online Android
market, yet it has what most of users need.  HTC Radar also carries its birth right features such as
HTC hub where we can find, weather, news and stocks update.

As for the body of the phone, it comes with full single metal body. It does not hold several numbers
of keys to control innumerable features, notwithstanding it has only three physical buttons;
lock/power, dedicated camera and volume keys. Besides, three navigating buttons remain always at
your disposal just below the display. 

Like any other smart phone, it too has applications for internet tethering, front facing VGA camera
for video conferencing, 5 MB snapper of still pictures, 720p video recorders which captures life at
the speed of 30 frames per second. The device has landed in the market. And if you are in the UK,
you can get extra benefit with the phone via HTC Radar deals being offered with leading networks.

For more information please visit our website : HTC Sensation XL deals
www.htcsensationxldeals.org.uk
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